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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one of the most important and unique applications. On the contrary to traditional network architecture, WSN does not require a fixed network infrastructure; every single node works as both a transmitter and a receiver. Nodes communicate directly with each other when they are both within the same communication range. Otherwise, they rely on their neighbours to relay messages. The self-configuring ability of nodes in WSN made it popular among critical mission applications like military use or emergency recovery. However, the open medium and wide distribution of nodes make WSN vulnerable to malicious attackers. In this case, it is crucial to develop efficient intrusion-detection mechanisms to protect WSN from attacks.

With the improvements of the technology and cut in hardware costs, we are witnessing a current trend of expanding WSN into industrial applications. To adjust to such trend, we strongly believe that it is vital to address its potential security issues. In this paper, we propose and implement a new intrusion-detection system named Enhanced Adaptive ACKnowledgment (EAACK) specially designed for WSN. Compared to contemporary approaches, EAACK demonstrates higher malicious-behavior-detection rates in certain circumstances while does not greatly affect the network performances. In EAACK scheme the wireless sensor network is going to be analysed in terms of Bit error rate (BER).


I. INTRODUCTION

A wireless sensor network is a collection of nodes organized into a cooperative network. Each node consists of processing capability (one or more microcontrollers, CPUs or DSP chips), may contain multiple types of memory (program, data and flash memories), have a RF transceiver (usually with a single omni-directional antenna), have a power source (e.g., batteries and solar cells), and accommodate various sensors and actuators. The nodes communicate wirelessly and often self-organize after being deployed in an ad hoc fashion. Systems of 1000s or even 10,000 nodes are anticipated. Such systems can revolutionize the way we live and work.

Currently, wireless sensor networks are beginning to be deployed at an accelerated pace. It is not unreasonable to expect that in 10-15 years that the world will be covered with wireless sensor networks with access to them via the Internet. This can be considered as the Internet becoming a physical network. This new technology is exciting with unlimited potential for numerous application areas including environmental, medical, military, transportation, entertainment, crisis management, homeland defense, and smart spaces.

Since a wireless sensor network is a distributed real-time system a natural question is how many solutions from distributed and real-time systems can be used in these new systems? Unfortunately, very little prior work can be applied and new solutions are necessary in all areas of the system. The main reason is that the set of assumptions underlying previous work has changed dramatically.

Most past distributed systems research has assumed that the systems are wired, have unlimited power, are not real-time, have user interfaces such as screens and mice, have a fixed set of resources, treat each node in the system as very important and are location independent. In contrast, for wireless sensor networks, the systems are wireless, have scarce power, are real-time, utilize sensors and actuators as interfaces, have dynamically changing sets of resources aggregate behavior is important and location is critical. Many wireless sensor networks also utilize minimal capacity devices which places a further strain on the ability to use past solutions.

Owing to these unique characteristics, WSN is becoming more and more widely implemented in the industry [14], [28]. However, considering the fact that WSN is popular among critical mission applications, network security is of vital importance. Unfortunately, the open medium and remote distribution of WSN make it vulnerable to various types of attacks. For example, due to the nodes’ lack of physical protection, malicious attackers can easily capture and compromise nodes to achieve attacks. In particular, considering the fact that most routing protocols in WSNs assume that every node in the network behaves cooperatively with other nodes and presumably not malicious [5], attackers can easily compromise WSNs by inserting malicious or non-cooperative nodes into the network. Furthermore, because of WSN’s distributed architecture and changing topology, a traditional centralized monitoring technique is no longer feasible in WSNs.

In such case, it is crucial to develop an intrusion-detection system (IDS).
II. BACKGROUND
In this paper we going to consider three different approaches as a background information they are as follows:
1. IDS systems for wireless sensor networks.
2. Previous approach.
3. EAACK scheme.

III. ELABORATION
1. IDS systems for wireless sensor networks:
An intrusion detection system (IDS) inspects all inbound and outbound network activity and identifies suspicious patterns that may indicate a network or system attack from someone attempting to break into or compromise a system. An issue too often overlooked when considering intrusion detection is management - securely managing the system itself. Embraced within this aspect is reporting... it is essential that the reporting and analysis tools are first class, enabling proper interpretation of detected events. Within the Dragon IDS suite the Dragon Server component facilitates secure management of all Dragon Sensors and Dragon Squires. It also aggregates all alerts into one central database so that disparate attack information can be correlated.

network-based vs. host-based systems: in a network-based system, or NIDS, the individual packets flowing through a network are analyzed. The NIDS can detect malicious packets that are designed to be overlooked by a firewall simplistic filtering rules. In a host-based system, the IDS examines at the activity on each individual computer or host.

![Figure 1. malicious node detection](image)

Figure 1. malicious node detection

In the above figure 1., the node A and B have to communicate between them in a normal path .but the node M1 ,M2,M3 are the malicious node which alter the path of A and B .These malicious nodes are called as intruding nodes and detection of this nodes is called as intrusion detection

2. Previous approach:

In this section, we mainly describe three existing approaches, namely, Watchdog, TWOACK , and Adaptive ACKnowledgment (AACK).

1. Watchdog:
Watchdog to detect the misbehaving nodes.Watchdog aims to improve throughput of network with the presence of malicious nodes. In fact, the watchdog scheme is consisted of two parts, namely Watchdog and Pathrater. Watchdog serves as an intrusion detection system for WSN. It is responsible for detecting malicious nodes misbehaviors in the network. Watchdog detects malicious misbehaviors by promiscuously listening to its next hop’s transmission. If Watchdog node overhears that its next node fails to forward the packet within a certain period of time, it increases its failure counter. Whenever a node’s failure counter exceeds a predefined threshold, the Watchdog node reports it as misbehaving. In this case, the Pathrater cooperates with the routing protocols to avoid the reported nodes in future transmission. Many following researches and implementations have proved that the Watchdog scheme to be efficient. Furthermore, compared to some other schemes, Watchdog is capable of detecting malicious nodes rather than links. These advantages have made Watchdog scheme a popular choice in the field. Many WSN IDSs are either based on or developed as an improvement to the Watchdog scheme.

![Figure 2. Operation of the watchdog](image)

Figure 2. Operation of the watchdog.

Figure 2 illustrates the operation of the watchdog. Node A cannot transmit all the way to node C, but it can listen to node B’s traffic. Thus, when A transmits a packet for B to forward to C, A can often tell if B transmits the packet. If encryption is not performed separately for each link, which can be expensive, then A can also tell if B has tampered with the payload or the headers. We implement the watchdog by maintaining a buffer of recently sent packets and comparing each observed packet with the packet in the buffer to see if there is a match. If so, the packet in the buffer is removed and forgotten by the watchdog, since it has been forwarded on. If the packet has remained in the buffer for longer than a certain timeout, the watchdog increments a failure tally for the node responsible for forwarding on the packet. If the tally exceeds a certain threshold bandwidth, it determines that the node is misbehaving and sends a message to the source notifying it of the misbehaving node

Limitations of Watchdog:
The watchdog mechanism can detect misbehaving nodes at forwarding level and not at the link level. Watchdog scheme fails to detect malicious misbehaviors with the presence of
- ambiguous collisions,
- receiver collisions,
- limited transmission power,
- false misbehavior report,
- partial dropping.
- collusion

2. **TWOACK:**

TWOACK is neither an enhancement nor a Watchdog based scheme. With respect to the six weaknesses of the Watchdog scheme, many researchers proposed new approaches to solve these issues. TWOACK proposed by Liu et al. [16] is one of the most important approaches among them.

![Fig.3. TWOACK scheme: Each node is required to send back an acknowledgment packet to the node that is two hops away from it.](image)

On the contrary to many other schemes, Aiming to resolve the receiver collision and limited transmission power problems of Watchdog, TWOACK is required to work on routing protocols such as Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). The working process of TWOACK is demonstrated in Fig. 3. node A first forwards packet 1 to node B, and then node B forwards Packet 1 to node C. When node C receives Packet 1, as it is two hops away from node A, node C is obliged to generate a TWOACK packet, which contains reverse route from node A to node C, and sends it back to node A. The retrieval of this TWOACK packet at node A indicates the transmission of Packet 1 from node A to node C is successful. Otherwise, if this TWOACK packet is not received in a predefined time period, both nodes B and C are reported malicious. TWOACK scheme successfully solves the receiver collision and limited transmission power problems posed by Watchdog. However, the acknowledgement process required in every packet transmission process added a significant amount of unwanted network overhead. Due to the limited battery power nature of WSN, such redundant transmission process can easily degrade the life span of the entire network.

![Fig.4 ACK scheme: The destination node is required to send acknowledgment packets to the source node.](image)

3. **AACK:**

Based on TWOACK, proposed a new scheme called AACK. Similar to TWOACK, AACK is an acknowledgment-based network layer scheme which can be considered as a combination of a scheme called TACK (identical to TWOACK) and an end-to-end acknowledgment scheme called ACKnowledge (ACK). Compared to TWOACK, AACK significantly reduced network overhead while still capable of maintaining or even surpassing the same network throughput.

![Fig.4 ACK scheme: The destination node is required to send acknowledgment packets to the source node.](image)

In the ACK scheme shown in Fig. 4, the source node S sends out Packet 1 without any overhead except 2 b of flag indicating the packet type. All the intermediate nodes simply forward this packet. When the destination node D receives Packet 1, it is required to send back an ACK acknowledgment packet to the source node S along the reverse order of the same route. Within a predefined time period, if the source node S receives this ACK acknowledgment packet, then the packet transmission from node S to node D is successful. Otherwise, the source node S will switch to TACK scheme by sending out a TACK packet. The concept of adopting a hybrid scheme in AACK greatly reduces the network overhead, but both TWOACK and AACK still suffer from the problem that they fail to detect malicious nodes with the presence of false misbehavior report and forged acknowledgment packets.

**DRAWBACK OF ABOVE APPROACHES:**

1. **Receiver collision**

In the receiver collision problem as illustrated in the figure 5, the node A can only identify whether node B has sent the packet to node C, but node A cannot assure that node C has received it. If a collision occurs at node C when node B first forwards the packet, node A can only assume that node B has forwarded the packet and assumes that node C has successfully received it. Thus, B could skip retransmitting the packet and evade detection.
2. Limited transmission power:
In the case of limited transmission power, in order to preserve its own battery resources, node B intentionally limits its transmission power so that it is strong enough to be heard by node A but not strong enough to be received by node C, as shown in Fig. 6 below.

Fig. 6. Limited transmission power: Node B limits its transmission power so that the packet transmission can be heard by node A but too weak to reach node C.

3. False misbehavior report:
For false misbehavior report, although node A successfully heard that node B forwarded Packet 1 to node C, node A still reported node B as misbehaving, as shown in Fig. 7. Due to the open medium and remote distribution of typical WSNs, attackers can easily capture and compromise one or two nodes to achieve this false misbehavior report attack.

Fig. 7. False misbehavior report: Node A sends back a misbehavior report even though node B forwarded the packet to node C.

As discussed in previous sections, TWOACK and AACK solve two of these three weaknesses, namely, receiver collision and limited transmission power. However, both of them are vulnerable to the false misbehavior attack. In this research work, our goal is to propose a new IDS specially designed for WSNs, which solves not only receiver collision and limited transmission power but also the false misbehavior problem.

3. EAACK SCHEME:
In this section, we describe our proposed EAACK scheme in detail. The approach described in this research paper is based on our previous work [12], where the backbone of EAACK was proposed and evaluated through implementation. In this paper, we extend it with the introduction of digital signature to prevent the attacker from forging acknowledgment packets.

EAACK is consisted of three major parts, namely, ACK, secure ACK (S-ACK), and misbehavior report authentication (MRA).

Fig. 8 presents a flowchart describing the EAACK scheme. Please note that, in our proposed scheme, we assume that the link between each node in the network is bidirectional. Furthermore, for each communication process, both the source node and the destination node are not malicious. Unless specified, all acknowledgment packets described in this research are required to be digitally signed by its sender and verified by its receiver.

ACK:
ACK is basically an end-to-end acknowledgement scheme. It acts as a part of the hybrid scheme in EAACK, aiming to reduce network overhead when no network misbehavior is detected. In ACK mode, in figure 9 node S first sends out an ACK data packet ad1 P to the destination node D. If all the intermediate nodes along the route between node S and node D are cooperative and node D successfully receives ad1 P, node D is required to send back an ACK acknowledgement packet ak1 P along the same route but in a reverse order. Within a predefined time period, if node S receives ak1 P, then the packet transmission from node S to node D is successful. Otherwise, node S will switch to S-ACK mode by sending out an S-ACK data packet to detect the misbehaving nodes in the route.

Fig. 8 System control flow: This figure shows the system flow of how the EAACK scheme works.
S-ACK:
The S-ACK scheme is an improved version of the TWOACK scheme. The principle is to let every three consecutive nodes work in a group to detect misbehaving nodes. For every three consecutive nodes in the route, the third node is required to send an S-ACK acknowledgment packet to the first node. The intention of introducing S-ACK mode is to detect misbehaving nodes in the presence of receiver collision or limited transmission power.

MRA:
The Misbehavior Report Authentication (MRA) scheme is designed to resolve the weakness of Watchdog when it fails to detect misbehaving nodes with the presence of false misbehaviour report. False misbehavior report can be generated by malicious attackers to falsely report that innocent nodes as malicious. This attack can be lethal to the entire network when the attackers break down sufficient nodes and thus cause a network division.

The core of MRA scheme is to authenticate whether the destination node has received the reported missing packet through a different route. To initiate MRA mode, the source node first searches its local knowledge base and seeks for alternative route to the destination node. If there is none other exists, the source node starts a DSR routing request to find another route. Due to the nature of WSNs, it is common to find out multiple routes between two nodes.

By adopting an alternative route to the destination node, we circumvent the misbehavior reporter node. When the destination node receives an MRA packet, it searches its local knowledge base and compare if the reported packet was received. If it is already received, then it is safe to conclude this is a false misbehavior report and whoever generated this report is marked as malicious. Otherwise, the misbehavior report is trusted and accepted. By the adoption of MRA scheme, EAAACK is capable of detecting malicious nodes despite the existence of false misbehavior report.

IV. PERFORMANCE OF EACH APPROACHES

1. IDS system of WSN:
In a network some nodes can be selfish and malicious which leads to security concerns. Therefore, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is required for WSN. In WSN, most of the Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are based on watchdog technique. These watchdog techniques also called overhearing techniques and suffer from some problems. In this paper an effort has been made to overcome the problems of overhearing technique. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) for (WSN) are indispensable since traditional intrusion prevention based techniques are not strong enough to protect WSN. However, the dynamic environment of WSN makes the design and implementation of IDSs. Wireless ad-hoc networks need to be secured and use intrusion detection systems (IDS).

The initial phase of project is IDS system. In IDS 10 nodes are assumed to be placed in the network simulator. Make any one node to be a malicious node and allow the data to be passed through it. We can visually see the data loss between each node.

The software which going to be used in this project is Network simulator version 2. Ns-2 is a discrete event simulator targeted at networking research. Ns-2 provides substantial support for simulation of TCP, routing, and multicast protocols over wired and wireless (local and satellite) networks.

Outputs:
1. detection of malicious node and packet loss:
V. CONCLUSION

Hereby we conclude that each performance will provide a
detail description about the secure each scheme. In order to
provide security digital signature is going to be included in
our project as a future work. DES algorithm and RSA
algorithm to be included. Thus our scheme provide a
detailed comparison between various scheme and bit error are
calculated in terms of packet delivery ratio.
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